Greener Mobility Kit

Long live the train!
It’s not long now until your journey abroad. Are you still undecided about
which means of transport to use? We’d like to help you make the decision
with the following arguments.

🚆🚆

🛩🛩

Travelling by train has many positive
aspects...

…and saves you from a flight

Straight from the platform to your seat

Repeated long queues and covering
kilometres on foot through gigantic
terminals in between

All the luggage you can carry

One gram too much and you risk a charge
of EUR 50

Time for productive work in the quiet
compartment from the first minute on, usually
with free Wi-Fi (and a power socket!)

Flight mode on and off and on and off…
and always the requirement to stow the
devices under the seat or somewhere you
can’t get to quickly during the flight. What
happens if there’s turbulence?!
And in any case, you only get a USB port if
it’s your lucky day. Free Wi-Fi? Nope

Option of holding meetings in small groups in
Having to do all sorts of contortions to be
the compartment
able to speak quietly to the person in the
or just spend the time picturing all that the stay row behind you
abroad will have to offer
The best thing: being able to bring a full water
bottle with no size limit – nothing to stop you
enjoying a picnic or drinks

Decanting all the soaps and drinks into
small containers – spilling half most likely

Watch the landscape passing by – see where the Okay, being above the clouds is nice too.
journey is taking you
On the other hand, the sky looks the same
everywhere
Arrival (mostly) right in the city centre
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Taking an expensive taxi or using public
transport (which involves an odyssey
through the suburbs)
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